Solar Analytics provides comprehensive solar monitoring for residential and commercial systems



Track your real-time solar energy output on a
user friendly website



Monitor your real-time energy usage and keep
track of the net electricity bought and sold



“

Patented algorithms compare your actual solar
system performance to expected performance,
ensuring your solar system is always at its best

Solar Analytics lets me know that
my solar system is producing as much
energy as it can.

”



Rapid detection and diagnosis of any faults or
system underperformance maximises your solar
energy output

- George, Solar Analytics Customer 2013



Fault and Diagnosis Alerts are sent directly to
you, ensuring you have all the facts for fast and
effective solar system fault resolution



Regular performance reports and scheduled
maintenance notifications give you peace of
mind



Local technical and general support for all your
Solar Analytics queries

INVEST IN SOLAR
Make a smart investment and
get a solar system installed.

TROUBLE-FREE SOLAR ANALYTICS
INSTALLATION

SYSTEM INFORMATION RECORDED

“Set and forget”. Fast and easy
installation with local technical
support.

Installation specific system information
is collected on site.

REAL-TIME ENERGY DATA
Live solar & energy usage data
streams to the analytics engine and is
displayed on a personalised web
portal.

LIVE WEATHER DATA
Weather data is collected locally and
from the Australian Bureau of
Meteorology.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSED

REPORTING & NOTIFICATIONS
Alert notifications sent if solar system
faults occur, with regular reporting
displaying system performance and
maintenance notifications.

Patented energy yield algorithms
model your solar system’s
performance based on local weather
conditions and the performance of
nearby systems.

SOLAR ANALYTICS MEANS MAXIMISED
SOLAR ENERGY OUTPUT
Get more out of your solar system by having
it monitored by the experts.

SOLAR ANALYTICS MEANS
MAXIMUM SAVINGS
More energy output from your
solar system means more
savings every day.

Online

www.solaranalytics.com.au

Email

sales@solaranalytics.com.au

Phone

(02) 8188 2449

Or contact an Authorised Solar Analytics Installer

